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Peter Cullen Trust session at Riversymposium 2013

The Fellows of the Peter Cullen Trust 
are looking towards running a special 
session at this year’s Riversymposium, 
during 23–26 September in Brisbane.

This year’s overarching theme for 
the symposium is ‘Rivers: linking 
water – energy – food’. Five sub-
themes, on food production, energy, 
river cities, river health and global 
sustainability, offer immense potential 

for productive interactions between 
people working in knowledge transfer, 
adaptive management, science-to-policy 
integration, and links with stakeholders. 

Look out for more details about the 
Fellows’ session in the June issue of 
BRIDGING, in good time for early-
bird registration. For more information 
meanwhile, please contact Kaye at: 
kcavanagh@ipswich.qld.gov.au . 

It is time to think about applying to join 
the Peter Cullen Water & Environment 
Trust science-to-policy leadership 
training program for 2013.

The Trust is looking for a diverse group 
of people who are actively involved in 
water-system management, to participate 
in the exciting 2013 program. 

Sponsors, you too are invited to 
consider the program — for your own 
staff, and because of the program’s 
potential benefits to Australia. This 
program is specifically geared towards 
bringing about positive change in water 
and catchment management. 

The Trust’s science-to-policy leadership 
training is unique. Via experiential 

2012 Fellows summary ‘word cloud’ after the program.

Call for leadership applicants and sponsors, 2013

Application details: are on the Trust website, 
www.petercullentrust.com.au (also 
http://bit.ly/YoAJ1X).   
Apply by 5 pm 30 April. (Or 1 July for 
employer-sponsored applicants.)

Pillars for sustainable water development policy in northern Australia

In developing northern Australia’s 
special environments and communities, 
can we learn from the lessons of water 
development in southern regions? 

The 2012 Fellows believe that it is time 
for a public conversation on the future 
of water resource development in 
northern Australia. 

Bearing in mind Peter Cullen’s principles 
for successful management of resources 
(i.e. ecosystems define the limits; create 
learning communities; integration is 
essential), the Fellows propose three 
complementary pillars as a basis for a 
holistic policy approach to developing 
northern Australia’s water resources: 

1. strengthen governance arrangements 
across Northern Australia; 
2. attract responsible investment; and 
3. build and embrace regional capability. 

The Fellows’ discussion paper and video 
will soon be published at  
www.petercullentrust.com.au .

learning that is challenging 
yet energising, the program 
focuses on building the 
participants’ skills in leadership 
and communication and water 
resources management. Only 
15 people will be selected 
and funded to undertake this 
year’s journey of personal and 
professional discovery. 

Successful participants who 
complete the program graduate 
as Fellows of the Peter Cullen 
Trust. Benefits of being a Fellow include 
new high-level networks, well-informed 
mentoring, skill-enhancing opportunities 
and ongoing support. Your organisation 
also benefits from your extra capabilities.
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Reflections of a retiring Board Director
by Dr John Williams FTSE

It is nearly five years since a group of Peter Cullen’s friends 
and professional colleagues gathered at the Boat House 

restaurant in Canberra, a few months after his death. We met to share ideas for 
engineering an ongoing entity to further the work to which Peter had dedicated 
his life. We sought to build on his legacy, but not as a memorial — he would have 
hated that. Peter always wanted to make a difference. He often said it’s amazing what 
people can do when they work together and care little for attribution and accolades.

As I retire as a founding Board member of the Peter Cullen Trust, I will exercise a 
privilege to share my impressions of our journey so far. 

I knew Peter reasonably well: we had supported each other in our various roles 
and quests to inject robust scientific knowledge into the public policy debate on 
water and land management. Consequently I often wonder if Peter would judge the 
trust established with his name a success. Surely this is something we all should ask 
ourselves as Board members and as Friends and Fellows of the Peter Cullen Trust. 

Our response matters less than the process of giving considered attention to the 
question.

I am greatly encouraged, for example, on reading the 2012 Peter Cullen Trust 
Fellows’ recent paper. What a wonderful network of very able young thinkers is 
gradually being assembled across a diverse set of knowledge areas and breadth of life 
experience. I have mentored a number of the Fellows who have graduated from the 
Trust’s leadership programs of 2010, 2011 and 2012, and that experience has been 
rich and rewarding. It has confirmed to me that we are building the foundations and 
capacity for some wonderful future leadership. I see young women and men who 
have been stretched, challenged to discover more of who they are. It seems to me 
we have assisted them to find the foundations for their unique leadership styles and 
delivery. 

This network represents a significant potential for good. I feel that the leadership 
program and the building of a Fellows and Friends network are strongly aligned with 
Peter’s legacy to us. Yet to build capacity and then let it sit in the deep freezer is sad.

How to marshal these resources? How to bring engagement between this 
considerable knowledge pool and the public discourse on land and water 
management? That question is largely unanswered. I saw little evidence of our 
network contributing to some major river management issues over the last year. The 
need to connect capacity to delivery remains one of the Peter Cullen Trust’s greatest 
challenges for the future, in my opinion. 

We need to contribute sound knowledge of water and land resource management 
to an effective public discourse and good public policy, to carry on Peter’s legacy. In 
fact, the most recent Fellows’ paper, about policy for water resources development 
in northern Australia (see page 1), uses Peter’s thinking to build the framework for 
the analysis. His emphasis, establishing the ecological facts and stating clearly that it 
is ecosystem function which sets the ultimate limits for sustainable use of a natural 
resource, should never be lost — and I am glad to see that it was not.

As a Board member I am pleased to see the Peter Cullen Trust having funding made 
available via sponsorship of the leadership program. It is important to its future 

for the Trust to be seen as able to 
present science and other appropriate 
knowledge relevant to land and water 
management in a robust, balanced and 
fearless manner. 

I perceive that the next years may be 
dark in terms of public awareness of 
environmental issues. It is no longer 
popular or fashionable to care for a 
healthy environment. The Peter Cullen 
Trust, its Fellows and Friends will, I think, 
be called to stand in difficult places for 
the environment just as Peter did. He did 
it with grace and compassion for those 
impacted by change, but he also did it 
with a solid determination and courage. 

I think Peter Cullen would want us to 
use our science and our understanding 
of policy and politics, and to go out and 
make a difference!

 

We invite your 
views

We invite you, the reader, to respond 
to articles and opinions expressed 

in BRIDGING. We hope to publish 
some of your responses in future issues 

of this newsletter, with the aim of 
encouraging informed debate. 

Please remember that all views 
expressed in the newsletter belong to 
their authors, and are not necessarily 

the views of the Trust, even if the 
author is a Friend or Fellow. 

Send responses to Dr Sandy Hinson at 
office@petercullentrust.com.au  or   
Peter Cullen Trust, Building 15, 

University of Canberra, ACT 2601. 

We look forward to hearing from you!

“ This network represents a significant potential for good. ... 
I think Peter Cullen would want us to use our science and  

our understanding of policy and politics, and to go out and  
make a difference! ”
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The Peter Cullen Trust gratefully acknowledges 
these generous sponsors of the Trust in 2012

Some copies are still available of  
‘This land our water: water challenges 
for the 21st century’. 

Graham Hawke, General Manager 
Strategic and Technical at  
Southern Rural Water, based in Victoria, 
writes: 

“It’s a great read. It’s interesting to 
learn more of the person behind 
the message; how he worked and 
inspired people from so many walks 
of life.”

For your copy, please contact Emma at 
office@petercullentrust.com.au 
Price $79.95 plus postage and packing. 

This land our water — Peter Cullen’s last book

BRIDGING:

Managing Editor: Dr Sandy Hinson

Editor/design: Ann Milligan
Photos: provided by contributors or the 

Trust or Ann Milligan (p. 5).
Views expressed in BRIDGING are 
not necessarily those of the Trust. 

The Peter Cullen Trust office is at 
Building 15, University of Canberra, 

ACT 2601.   
Phone 02 6206 8606.  

Email office@petercullentrust.com.au  

Fellows’ lunch with 
Gavin Hanlon

Chris Arnott (2010 Fellow) hosted the 
first Peter Cullen Trust Fellows’ ‘intimate 
lunch’ in Melbourne in mid-February. 

This gathering was aimed at stimulating 
friendly and lively discussion about 
catchment management in Victoria with 
a speaker who is keenly involved in that 
field.

Gavin Hanlon, managing director of 
Goulburn-Murray Water, was our guest. 
Gavin shared his experience and insight 
on topics ranging from leadership, to 
managing change within Goulburn-
Murray Water, through to the challenges 
facing Australia’s water and catchment 
management industry. The conversation, 
held under Chatham House rule, was 
lively and instructive and gave us all some 
insights into styles of leadership and 
change management.

The choice of venue, the back room of 
an inner-city French restaurant, was very 
suitable, and the prepaid arrangement 
and limited menu made for efficient 
arrival and departure with minimal 
disruption to the discussions.

The small (intimate) gathering included 
six of Victoria’s 12 Fellows, with 
the remainder of the 10 attendees 
comprising Friends of the Trust and work 
colleagues. This was the first gathering 
of Fellows in Victoria and Chris is now 
planning three more, similar, lunches 
later this year.

Thank you Chris for organising an 
apparently simple yet very effective 
event.

Ross Hardie  
(2010 Purves Environmental Fund Fellow)

 

Welcome to newly joined Friends
Dr Subho Banerjee   Peter Gooday
Jon Black     Dr John Harris
Professor David Choquenot  Dr Katie Moon
Robert Freeman    Jeff Smith

These eight people have recently accepted invitations to become Friends of the 
Peter Cullen Water & Environment Trust, and to share their expertise, time and 
enthusiasm with others involved in the Trust.  Welcome! 
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A window into a climate-change future?  
How Canberra’s Lake Burley Griffin responded to drought 
by Ian Lawrence

Lake Burley Griffin is a 650-hectare 
water feature in central Canberra, near 
high-profile landmarks such as Old 
Parliament House, the National Library, 
the National Museum and Government 
House. Formed by damming the 
Molonglo River — a tributary of the 
Murrumbidgee River — the lake is an 
important urban-stormwater retention 
pond, and is also valued for boating 
and swimming! Its catchment is used 
for urban areas, grazing, horticulture, 
forestry and bushland conservation, and 
all those land uses influence the lake’s 
water quality. The catchment is managed 
by six separate jurisdictions.

During the drought of 1999–2010, 
Canberra experienced a 4°C increase 
in average summer temperatures. 
Runoff and groundwater inflows to 
the Molonglo River from rural areas 
upstream of Lake Burley Griffin 
shrank by 90%. On the other hand, the 
urban areas of Canberra continued 
to produce significant stormwater 
discharges to the lake as a result of very 
intense rainstorms. 

From 2003 to 2010, there was a 
dramatic increase in the frequency and 
severity of blue-green algal blooms 
throughout the lake, and as a result 
it was often closed to recreation, for 
weeks at a time. 

There was growing community 
concern about this visible decline in the 
lake’s water quality and its impact on 
recreational and landscape amenity. The 
ACT Assembly in May 2011 therefore 
directed the ACT Commissioner for 
Sustainability and the Environment to 
investigate the condition of Lake Burley 
Griffin’s watercourses and catchment. 

To inform his report, the Commissioner 
instigated an expert scientific review 
of the condition of the lake, and an 
assessment of the economics of the 
issue. There were also expert reviews 
of governance matters and health 
protocols, and the views of lake-user 
groups were invited and recorded. 

The potential economic cost of lake 
closures because of water quality issues 
was assessed at $26 million per year.

Reasons for algal blooms
In summer, the lake becomes stratified, 
with a warm surface layer over a layer 
of cold water at the lake bottom. The 
scientific assessment of the condition 
of the lake and its catchment found 
that the major trigger of algal blooms 
appeared to be the transfer of nutrient-
rich bottom-zone water into the 
low-nutrient surface-water zone during 
extended periods of dry weather. 

Two main causes for that upwards 
transfer were identified (see diagram). 
First, the evaporation and abstraction of 
irrigation water from the surface zone 
exceeded the rate of inflow of low-
nutrient water from rural areas. Second, 
the intense storms were generating 

high-energy flows through Canberra’s 
urban drains, which discharged into 
the bottom waters of the lake, causing 
significant mixing between the surface 
water and bottom water zones.

Urban stormwater discharges also 
contributed through a different 
mechanism. They were identified as 
the major source (both directly and 
indirectly) of phosphorus and ammonia, 
and the cause of low oxygen levels in 
bottom waters.

Faecal bacteria
Some faecal pollutants entered the lake 
during 2003–10 because of occasional 
sewage spills from various sources. 
However, the scientific assessment 
found that faecal coliform bacteria had 
become associated with algal biofilm 
and parts of the lake bottom, and were 
regrowing there. As a result, the regular 
official tests were frequently detecting 
high concentrations of faecal coliforms, 
triggering lake closures. 

It has been concluded that faecal 
coliforms are a poor indicator of faecal 
pollution in freshwater systems. A 
different indicator has been in use since 
2008. 

This is a success story of science and expertise influencing policy. From 2003 to 2010, in a possible glimpse of 
a climate-change future, there was frequent severe pollution of Lake Burley Griffin. The events caused intense 

community concern as well as economic losses. Ian Lawrence, Friend of the Peter Cullen Trust, was one of several 
experts commissioned to report on causes of the situation, and possible solutions. He made both the scientific 

and the economic assessments. A direct path through the Office of the Commissioner for Sustainability and the 
Environment took the experts’ findings into recommendations and thence to policy. An action plan has now been 

devised and funded to rescue this iconic lake in the national capital. 

The investigation, reviews and assessment reports are at:  
http://www.environmentcommissioner.act.gov.au/investigations/lake_burley_griffin_investigation

Surface water zone

Bottom water zone Bottom water 
transfer

Evaporation

Urban stormwater
discharge

Small inflow from 
upstream areas

Irrigation water 
abstraction

Bottom valve release
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Continued    How Canberra’s Lake Burley Griffin  
responded to drought   by Ian Lawrence

Possible solutions
Overall, the expert assessments and 
reviews came up with a range of 
management options that could help 
resolve the lake’s water quality issues.

The scientific assessment resulted 
in several proposals. Allowing 
environmental flows from upstream 
at appropriate timing could maintain 
the lake’s surface-water layer and 
minimise the bottom-water transfer 
process. Reducing the organic matter 
and energy in the stormwaters entering 
the lake would also help counteract 
the transfer process. Macrophyte 
reedbeds have disappeared from the 
lake over the years and restoring them 
in strategic sites should mean they 
could remove more nutrients from the 
water. Mechanical mixers are one of the 
novel options the scientific assessment 
proposed: they float in the surface-
water layer and keep it stirred. Another 
option could be to treat the lake with 
substances that bond with and hold 
the phosphorus in the sediments at the 
bottom of the lake.

Other assessments for the investigation 
proposed the jurisdictions adopt new 
ways of sharing the risk management 
for the lake, as well as better systems 
for gathering and sharing information, 
and better coordination of management 
of the catchment as a whole.

Science to policy
The Commissioner’s report to the 
ACT Assembly drew substantially 
on the assessments’ findings and 
proposals in its recommendations. The 
Commissioner’s report was tabled in 
the Assembly in May 2012. 

The Assembly, in association with 
other jurisdictions, appointed an inter-
governmental Task Force, including 
key stakeholder group representatives, 
to address the issues raised in the 
report and to recommend a program 
of measures to ameliorate the impacts. 
The Task Force Report acknowledged 
the complex range of factors that have 
been resulting in increased blue-green 
algal blooms and faecal pollution of the 
lake, and that there was no single quick 
fix available to remedy these issues.

The Task Force has compiled 
an Action Plan. It includes:
• improved coordination 

arrangements, 
• improved programs 

to raise community 
awareness and 
partnerships,

• enhanced water-quality 
monitoring to inform 
future action, 

• renovating and 
augmenting the existing 
urban stormwater pollution 
control systems (including the 
establishment of wetlands), 

• use of sanitary surveys to identify 
sewage leaks, 

• investigation of the feasibility of 
water releases from Googong Dam 
and the Captains Flat Reservoir 
upstream of Lake Burley Griffin, to 
help manipulate the water column 
in the lake, and 

Q. What do you see were the factors in this 
assessment process that led to such rapid 
action and commitment of funds?
A. The clear legislative framework 
for linking environmental issues with 
review and action processes was a 
key factor, together with the visibility 
of the issue and the demonstrated 
potential economic impacts on the ACT 
if nothing is done. The strong scientific 
assessment underpinning provided the 
confidence that the expenditure of 
scarce financial resources would secure 
positive outcomes.

Q. Do the findings on Lake Burley Griffin 
have relevance to other urban lakes?
A. Recognising that the surface-water 
layer in Lake Burley Griffin has a role as 
a buffer against blue-green algal blooms 
changes our whole approach to the 
management of urban lakes. It suggests 
that attempts to mix the nutrient rich 
bottom-water layer with the nutrient 
deficient surface water layer may be 
totally inappropriate (though mixing 
within the surface layer may still be 
appropriate). In urban lakes that have 

Lake Burley Griffin, seen from Black Mountain. 

• an improved framework for 
assessing and managing risks 
associated with extreme 
contamination events. 

The total cost of the program, including 
current, short, medium and long-term 
expenditure (2020–30) was estimated 
at $60 million. The government 
jurisdictions have made a collective 
financial commitment of $60 million to 
implement the Action Plan..

A short interview with Ian Lawrence, Friend of the Trust

surface (spillway) outlets only, it may be 
possible to install a siphon (to discharge 
minor to medium storm inflows) 
over the spillway, with intake from the 
bottom-water zone, to create a warm 
surface-water zone, as a buffer against 
blue-green algal growth. Research is 
proceeding on this option.

Q. Do you know if evaluation is planned, to 
check that the Action Plan is achieving its 
aims? 
A. The Task Force has recommended 
that a Statutory Catchment Office 
be established. It is to coordinate the 
program, and monitor and review the 
effects of the management measures. 

Q. The succinct summary above shows your 
expertise in managing water quality.
A. I have worked for many years, 
nationally and internationally, in 
developing triple bottom line resource 
assessments. My experience is in 
catchment-based assessment and 
modelling of water quality for urban 
and other waterways. I have been a 
leader in sustainable design for urban-
stormwater-management measures.
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A snapshot of Fellows’ activities ...
by  Kirsten Shelly and fellow Fellows 

The Peter Cullen Trust Fellows Network is now 44-strong, and growing with each 
year’s program. The Fellows this year expect to host several gatherings in each 
state to foster relationships between Fellows, and hope to extend an invitation 
also to Friends of the Trust in due course. Many of us comment that our progress 
since becoming Fellows is testament to the skills we learned through the program. 

Here is a quick snapshot of several of the Fellows’ recent activities.

OVERSEAS: Dr Richard Benyon (2011 Fellow, Victoria) has been working with 
a group of scientists from India on wastewater reuse projects. With colleagues he 
is assessing the effectiveness of using wetlands, particularly paperbark wetlands in 
India, to treat wastewater. He writes about it briefly on page 8. 

ACT: Martin Lind (2012) and Andy Westcott (2011), both UMCCC/ACTEW 
Fellows of the Trust, continue their stakeholder and water quality work. Andy has 
joined the federal Department for Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population 
& Communities in the Monitoring and Reporting team, and he also continues to 
maintain links with the local community by volunteering with the local catchment 
group. Martin is Waterwatch coordinator for southern ACT, and keeps very busy 
working with the community, government and industry in that role.

NORTHERN AUSTRALIA: Dr Anne Poelina (2011 Fellow, WA) will be running a 
Talking Circle at the World Indigenous Network Conference (26–31 May, Darwin). 
The talking circle will have a focus on ‘Living Land and Water: participatory 
research and education with First Peoples’, and Anne outlines it on page 10. 

In Darwin, Professor Michael Douglas (2011 Fellow, NT) has returned to 
Australia following his Fulbright Scholarship visit to world-leading US researchers 
at the University of Maryland and Oregon State University. His aim was to identify 

success factors in catchment-scale research programs similar to the TRaCK research 
in Australia’s tropical rivers and estuaries. He comments it’s VERY hot and VERY 
humid back in Darwin — quite a change from the –6oC he left in the US! 

The Fellows in northern Australia plan a get-together in late March. 

NSW: Congratulations to Susan Madden (2011 Fellow) on her award (see this 
page), for bridging science, environment, agriculture and policy in her region. 

Tony McAlary (Friend of the Trust) and Brendon Warnock (2012 Cotton RDC 
& Cotton Australia Fellow of the Trust) and Susan recently attended a tour of the 
Macquarie Marshes (see photos at left and below) with the new Commonwealth 
Environmental Water Holder, David Papps. The tour was hosted by Macquarie 
River Food and Fibre, where Susan is Executive Officer. It was an opportunity for 
representatives from northern valley water groups to discuss regional management 
priorities for government-held environmental water.  

Paul Frazier (2012 Eco Logical Australia Fellow of the Trust) has been working on a 
Gwydir wetlands environmental strategy (see page 10). 

Professor Mark Taylor (2010 Fellow) features 
in a TV program (5 March), in which he finds 
‘elevated ... levels of lead in backyard dirt and 
household dust’ in innercity areas of Sydney 
and Melbourne. The program is at (shortened 
link): http://yhoo.it/Yg0zkP . 

 
Susan Madden  

Young achiever of the year 2012
Congratulations to Susan on being named  

the Macquarie Cotton  
Growers’ Association’s  

Young Achiever of the Year for 2012

The award (made in mid-February, 
see photo below) was for 
Susan’s work in water policy and 
management for Macquarie River 
Food and Fibre.

She writes: I was particularly chuffed 
that the group gave me special 
recognition for an ability to keep 
abreast of a range of complex state 
and federal water policy issues, 
and for being able to communicate 
this information to our members 
in a clear and timely way — a key 
objective of the Peter Cullen Trust 
Leadership Program.

Susan is a 2011 Fellow of the Trust, 
and is based at Dubbo, NSW.

Tony McAlary (left) and David Papps 
(centre) at the Macquarie Marshes. 
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Snapshot continued ... 

VICTORIA: Dr Geoff Vietz (2010 RBMS Fellow of the Trust) hosted a seminar 
on 21 February for the River Basin Management Society (flier in photo at left). 
Two speakers discussed options for reforming legislation governing riparian land in 
Victoria, as Geoff outlines on page 11. 

In the same week, on 19 February, Chris Arnott (2010 Fellow) hosted the first Peter 
Cullen Trust intimate lunch for 2013, in Melbourne. The guest of honour was Gavin 
Hanlon, CEO of Goulburn-Murray Water. Ross Hardie (2010 Purves Environmental 
Fund Fellow of the Trust) attended the lunch, and he has written a short account of 
it; see page 3. 

QUEENSLAND: Dr Tanzi Smith (2012 Fellow) has been busy with the Mary River 
Catchment Coordination Committee, not just with the floods but also with their 
inspiring project ‘Something about Mary’ and its publications. She writes about it on 
page 9. Tanzi is planning a trip for Fellows and Friends (only) in late April/early May 
which will showcase threatened species habitat, highlight catchment management 
issues and provide the opportunity to talk with some local river legends as the group 
paddles down the river. For more details contact Tanzi, mrccctanzi@ozwide.net.au . 

Kaye Cavanagh (2011 Fellow) is busy bridging science and policy as part of a team 
establishing the first catchment-based dedicated investment fund for the Bremer 
River, near Ipswich. She is also setting up a ‘practical science forum’. Read more on 
page 8.

Dr Suzanne Long (2011 Fellow) is now Brisbane-based and working with the 
Terrestrial Ecosystem Research Network (www.tern.org.au) as their Executive 
Knowledge Broker. In line with TERN’s ultimate mission of transforming Australian 
ecosystem science (after all, why do anything by halves?) she and her team work to 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness with which ecosystem science is performed 
and delivered across the country. Most recently she has had an extremely busy 
week running TERN’s 2013 Symposium at Old Parliament House in Canberra, during 
18–21 February.

Dr Carolina Casaril (2011 Fellow) has a new job title at Department of Energy 
& Water Supply (DEWS): Community Consultation and Research Officer. And 
for something completely different, she chose the Jukkasjärvi Icehotel, in Swedish 
Lapland, 200 km north of the Arctic Circle, for her recent wedding (photo at 
left). From that, and the honeymoon in Africa, Carolina says she has had plenty of 
opportunities to study water and its many uses and values. 

Queensland’s repeated flooding this summer has affected vast areas of the state. 
The balance between water-supply security and flood mitigation is again a large 
focus, as is Queensland’s water future. To help shape that future, DEWS has put out 
a discussion paper, Queensland’s water sector: a 30-year strategy (at shortened link 
http://bit.ly/YPulyW). Its call for input closes at the end of March. Although she was 
not involved in writing it, Dr Kirsten Shelly (Board member and 2011 Fellow of the 
Trust) will be part of the team implenting the outcomes of the discussion paper. 

Queensland Fellows anticipate an informal mixer with Trust Friends in March. 

 

New research into work–life balance! 
Dr Sarina Loo (Board member and 2010 Dept of Sustainability & Environment 
Fellow of the Trust, Victoria) has added ‘mother’ to her various roles.Young 
Kyden McKinney was born on 16 February. 
Likewise, Dr Philip Wallis (2010 Fellow of the Trust, Victoria) now adds ‘father’ 
to his activities, with the arrival of firstborn Archer Tom Wallis on 22 January.
Slightly further along in researching life-work balance is Dr Katherine Daniell 
(2010 Fellow of the Trust, ACT), whose firstborn Léo Patrick Leseney arrived on 
26 September 2012. 

Department of Energy and Water Supply

Great state. Great opportunity.

Queensland’s water sector: a 30-year strategy
Discussion paper: Shaping our water future
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Paperbarks to clean India’s water?
by Richard Benyon*

Less than 30% of India’s domestic 
sewage receives any type of treatment 
before being discharged into rivers 
or used by poor farmers to irrigate 
vegetables. 

For the past 18 months I have been 
working on an AusAID-funded project 
which aims to help develop sustainable, 
land-based effluent reuse projects to 
reduce water pollution and improve 
public health in India. I have just been 
on a two-week tour of northern India 
with colleagues Dr Tivi Theiveyanathan, 
Dr Keith Bolton and Dr Paul Feikema. 

Dr Bolton’s 20 years of research and 
experience in constructed-wetland 
design and management has shown 
that wetlands planted with paperbarks 
(Melaleuca species) can substantially 
reduce pollution loads in sewage and 

Australian and Indian scientists  
meet  with farmers at a village.

other effluent. After visiting various 
cities, towns and rural villages, we see 
great potential for using such wetlands 
to improve water quality in India. 

In the right conditions water quality 
can be sufficiently improved to 
make the water suitable for use 
on crops. The paperbark trees 
can also provide other benefits 
including valuable commodities 
such as timber, tea tree oil and 
honey. 

Well-designed, gravity fed 
wetlands need no pumps or 
electricity and little maintenance, 
unlike conventional sewage 
treatment plants. We are now 
developing a proposal to work 
with several Indian government 
and non-government organisations 

to set up small demonstration wetland 
sites in India.

*Dr Richard Benyon is a 2011 Fellow of the 
Trust. 

I am working 
locally (Ipswich, 
Queensland) in 
partnership with 
local industry, 
neighbouring 
councils and the 
International River 
Foundation to 

establish the first catchment-based 
dedicated investment fund for the 
Bremer River Catchment.  

It has been a long and sometimes 
challenging path just to set up the 
governance and funding structures, but 
through dogged determination we are 
nearing the completion. The next stage 
is to release an investment prospectus 
to engage current and future investing 
partners. 

We have now received funding from 
the State Government to retrofit 
constructed wetlands within a small 
urban catchment in Ipswich for 

stormwater treatment.  This pilot 
project will provide a ‘scale model’ of 
urban stormwater quality treatment for 
Ipswich City Council which will help turn 
around the long-held views of Council, 
the community and industry towards the 
role of wetlands in urban public spaces.  

While constructed wetlands are 
nothing new for many on the national 
and international fronts, here they are 
something that I hope will inspire a ‘light 
bulb moment’ for office- and field-based 
staff alike.  

There is policy and there is science and 
then there is practicality, funding and in-
built philosophy.   

The filtering of policy and science to 
practice at a local government scale is 
not a one-way approach. I am regularly 
reminded of this by the field staff that 
have fine-tuned their skills in maintaining 
concrete drains and stormwater outlets 
over many decades.  So watch this space, 

Science to policy at work in Queensland
by Kaye Cavanagh*

and I hope to report back with good 
news in the not too distant future.

In the region, I have partnered with 
Nina Saxton from the Australian 
River Institute to meld together an 
amazing group of river managers from 
government, research and community 
to bring to light a regionally focused 
‘practical science forum’.  

The concept is based on the premise of 
celebrating and sharing the experiences 
of river management relating to South-
East Queensland waterways, and focusing 
on bringing local science into practical 
applications.  

In essence, the forum will showcase the 
depth of river science and management 
being undertaken by various 
stakeholders in SE Queensland and 
highlight research and resource gaps. 

*Kaye Cavanagh is a 2011 Fellow of  
the Trust.
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Inspiring community connections to a special river
by Tanzi Smith*

Local communities are a fundamental part 
of river and catchment management. Raising 
awareness of the Mary River catchment 
community about river ecology and river 
processes has been a perpetual focus of the 
Mary River Catchment Coordination Committee 
(MRCCC), a community-based catchment 
management group in Gympie, Queensland. 

A recent project of the MRCCC aims to go 
beyond raising awareness, to inspiring community 
connections to stories of particular species that 
call the Mary River home. This project is called 
‘Something about Mary’. 

‘Something about Mary’ has involved creation 
of a 24-page booklet (photo at right), and a 
companion poster that provides a caricature 
of key river features (image below). The goal was to create a resource for the 
community which is both beautiful and informative. 

‘Something about Mary’ describes the life-cycles and habitat requirements of five 
species: the endangered Mary River Turtle; the endangered Mary River Cod; the 
vulnerable Australian Lungfish; the endangered Giant Barred Frog; and the declining 
Freshwater Mullet. 

Through enhancing understanding about these creatures’ life-cycles and habitat 
requirements, the ‘Something about Mary’ booklet is designed to help people 
appreciate the dynamic and complex forms and functions that go on within the Mary 
River and tributaries. 

The booklet also emphasises how important the local community is in shaping the 
future of the catchment. 

Response to the project has been very positive. Residents of the catchment are 
being ‘Mary River messengers’ and using the booklet to learn more about their 
local environment and to also showcase the Mary River to visitors. People with 
both short-term and long-
term involvement with 
catchment management 
expressed surprise at some 
of the new insights the 
project has helped them 
gain about the ecology 
and interconnections of 
the river.  Here are some 
examples of comments.

“Indeed I had many “A’ha” 
moments as so much of 
the information was new 
to me, and I thank you for 
the opportunity to be much 
better informed about 
something so important 
in our area, Queensland, 
Australia and the planet.” 

“I have lent the book and 
the poster to friends and 
we have then discussed 
the materials. Most were 

amazed by the diversity in and around 
the river. All wished they had attended 
your workshop. So many people have 
lived near the Mary for many years and 
don’t know much about it. After reading 
the book they now want to learn more. 
I direct them to your website which is 
very comprehensive and informative.” 

The creation of the booklet and a series 
of workshops using the booklet and 
poster were funded by a ‘Be Natural 
Landcare Australia’ grant. MRCCC has 
now funded a print run of the booklet 
which is on sale. Electronic versions of 
the booklet and poster are available on 
the MRCCC website: www.mrccc.org.au . 

The Mary River community has long 
cared for the river and tributaries. 
This booklet and poster have helped 
inspire another wave of commitment 
and excitement about how special our 
Mary is. As new residents move into the 
catchment, undertaking repeated waves 
of community engagement appears to 
be an important strategy for engaging 
new people and maintaining and 
renewing levels of motivation of long-
term residents to undertake Rivercare 
activities. 

*Dr Tanzi Smith is a 2012 Fellow of the Trust.
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‘Land holder interviews provided the 
quality of engagement and input too 

often not part of the process.’

The Gwydir Wetlands are an iconic 
part of north-western NSW, west of 
Moree. Environmentally, the region 
supports large wetland areas and 
significant water-bird colonies. The 
region is also a significant agricultural 
and grazing area. In this part of the 
world the land is very flat and the river 
channels are very small. Small volumes 
of water can inundate large areas of 
floodplain, with impacts on wetland 
health and cropping cycles. Small 
diversions, banks or even vegetation 
retention can significantly alter flow 
paths, with impacts on all downstream 
areas and water users.

In late 2012, I was engaged by 
NSW Office of Environment & 
Heritage (OEH) to coordinate the 
development of a draft Gwydir Wetland 

Gwydir Wetland Environmental Water Strategy
by Paul Frazier*

The World 
Indigenous Network 
Conference will 
be held in Darwin 
creating the 
opportunity for 
Indigenous and non-
Indigenous people, 
local communities 

and key stakeholder groups interested 
in land, water and natural resource 
management to come together to 
share international experiences and 
opportunities.  Anyone interested in 
attending the conference should follow 
the planning and development of the 
National Aboriginal Advisory Board 
and get connected through the official 
Facebook site of the World Indigenous 
Network (WIN).

Knowledge of water by First Peoples 
has been passed down through the 
generations; it is inextricably linked 
to seasons and changes in climate, 

*Paul (2012 Eco Logical Australia Fellow 
of the Trust) standing in the deepest part 
of the Gwydir River, in the Wetlands.

World Indigenous Network Conference, Darwin, 26–31 May 2013
by Anne Poelina* 

and found reflected in the local 
laws and customs fundamental to 
the survival practices of each group. 
Providing mechanisms to enable First 
Peoples to generate and use locally 
relevant scientific knowledge alongside 
traditional knowledge will help re-focus 
land and water policy and management 
towards meeting the needs and 
aspirations of communities.   

I have been working with Brad 
Moggridge who is the Program Manager 
for Aboriginal Water Initiatives with 
the NSW Office of Water, Dana Kelly a 
Consultant with the International Water 
Centre, and a group of colleagues to 
offer a Talking Circle at the Conference 
with a focus on Living Land and Water: 
participatory research and education 
with First Peoples.

We are seeking to offer a presentation 
to discuss the development of Living 
Land and Water Programs — programs 
of locally determined research 

and education activities using the 
participatory principles of Integrated 
Water Management, and the principle 
that land, flora, fauna, water and people 
are inextricably entwined (from the 
Mary River Statement). These programs 
will build the capacity of local First 
Peoples to use science, bureaucracy 
and policy to more effectively manage 
competing and conflicting interests over 
access, use and disposal of water. 

In doing so, First Peoples will be 
empowered to play a key role up-front 
in guiding research and education. We 
are respectfully offering this proposal 
as an invitation for members from the 
global community of First Peoples to 
discuss and share learning on how these 
ambitions might be realised. Check out 
the International Water Centre and 
have a look at their programs of study 
in Australia and Internationally,  
www.watercentre.org . 

*Dr Anne Poelina (2011 Fellow of 
the Trust) email: majala@wn.com.au . 

Environmental Water Strategy. A key 
part of the process was to interview 
22 farming landholders in the Gwydir 
Wetlands. Each interview lasted for 
an hour or a bit more and they were 
generally conducted at the properties. 
The engagement process allowed for 
detailed discussion of key concerns 
but also possible solutions 
and ideas. The time invested in 
the interview process allowed 
for quality discussion not 
often available in the strategy 
development process.

The landholder report was 
then combined with the needs, 
concerns and issues of the 
Aboriginal community, key 
government agencies (OEH, 
NSW Office of Water, NSW 
National Parks & Wildlife 
Service, and the Department 
of Sustainability, Environment, Water, 

Population & Communities), the Border 
Rivers Gwydir CMA and NSW State 
Water.

The draft strategy is out for review.  
We hope we have worked together 
to improve management of the 
wetlands for all concerned.
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A waterway management Act for Victoria?
by Geoff Vietz*

Management of riparian land in Victoria is easily disputed. 
This type of land is as complex to manage as the river systems 
themselves, and it is often governed by decisions made in 
the mid 1800s! These were the messages in a recent seminar 
facilitated by the River Basin Management Society. 

The story is similar Australia-wide.

Rob Steel, the President of the Institution of Surveyors, and 
David Gabriel-Jones, Director of the Public Land Consultancy, 
outlined the numerous challenges involved in managing riparian 
areas, and initiated discussion on the opportunities for a 
Waterway Act. They said: “Collectively we could solve the 
problem”.

Australian river systems are dynamic entities, and the extent to 
which the channels move and change was not envisaged when 
the Crown land reserves along Victoria’s rivers were defined 
in 1881. It was in that ‘year of enlightenment’ that permanent 
reserves and Crown land were allocated. Yet, in many cases 
that allocation was made about 40 years after freehold land 
had already been designated. Indeed, one landholder on the 
River Murray has been left with little more than the channel bed and banks. River 
movement was never envisaged when legal dealings were being drafted. 

There are no legal provisions for land exchange, and each change to Crown land 
requires an Act of Parliament specific to that site. 

How can Victoria better manage the legal dealings over riparian land?

In 2008, a Review of the Management of Riparian Land in Victoria was prepared by 
the Public Land Consultancy for the Department of Sustainability & Environment. It 
highlighted that changes to dealings over riparian land require three actions: 
1) land swaps and monetary exchanges;
2) changes in the law pertaining to the management of riparian land;  
and, most importantly 
3) changes in community attitudes and expectations with regard to riparian land 
ownership. 

The issue is complicated by: 
1) the mismatch between the ecological definition and administrative definitions of 
riparian land, 
2) the varying tenures of riparian land, and 
3) the dynamic nature of rivers.
Riparian land in Victoria is managed under numerous Acts including the Water Act, 
Land Act, Water Industry Act, Heritage Rivers Act, Planning zonings, etc. Attempts to 
achieve an environmental outcome — such as stock exclusions — by applying these 
Acts have found them ineffective.

There are three main opportunities for reform. Piecemeal reform is not favoured.
Omnibus reform — where an Act is developed just to coordinate individual Acts 
and then disappear — was the option proposed by the 2008 Review report by the 
Public Land Consultancy. However, Gabriel-Jones now considers that a stand-alone 
Act is the mechanism that will best drive riparian land management reform.

David Gabriel-Jones hopes progress will be made in the Victorian Government’s 
forthcoming Waterway Management Strategy. He says: “We know what the 
problems are.  We’ve done the review and the analysis. Now’s the time for some 
action from the Parliament.”

* Dr Geoff Vietz is the 2010 River Basin Management Society Fellow of the Trust. 

The banks of the Ovens River are typical of the complexity of 
riparian areas in Victoria.

Rivers eat away their banks, changing the 
shapes and areas of riparian paddocks. 

A cutoff on the River Murray has left one 
landholder with little more than channel bed 
and banks (black outline). Photo: Rob Steel.
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The late Peter Cullen was a good friend of mine, and I helped him to establish the 
CRC for Freshwater Ecology*, which he led so successfully. He moved my interest 
in the environment towards the role of rainfall and water systems, and I still regard 
them as the most important elements of the Australian environment, as far as those 
who live here are concerned. When the Co-operative Research Centre system 
began, in the early 1990s, it was difficult to get politicians to take a sustained interest 
in the environment, but that is no longer the case.

Inland water, and its management, have become a strong focus of both the 
Commonwealth and State governments, along with ‘climate-change’, fires, droughts 
and floods. The change in 20 years is striking, and much more funding has flowed into 
research on the environment than was the case when I was asked to establish the 
Australian Research Council in 1988. The environment is always news today, and we 
have a political party, the Greens, for whom our relationship with the environment is 
central.

These changes have brought with them another change, one which I find much less 
acceptable. This a shift in the core value of science, which I have always seen as the 
testing of hypotheses against the result of experiments as a step along the way to the 
development of an explanatory theory, which in turn allows prediction and thereby a 
much greater understanding of the universe in which we live. As I see it, the scientist 
is innately sceptical.

As governments have become interested in science in particular areas, such as 
the environment, they have developed policies that have built into them certain 
assumptions about the way things are, and these assumptions are the basis of 
much funding. In consequence, it becomes impolitic for scientists to write or speak 
sceptically about them even when the evidence suggests that the assumptions are 
not soundly based.

‘Climate change’ is a striking example. I put inverted commas around the term 
because it has been defined by the United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change as ‘a change of climate which is attributed directly or indirectly to 
human activity…’. When the Convention was framed, in 1992, the role of human 
activity seemed paramount: there had been a strong rise in measured temperature 
that seemed strikingly similar to the rise in carbon dioxide accumulations over the 
same (rather short) period.

The urge to deal with the apparent problem through international co-operation 
captured people around the world and their governments, and we have had 20 years 
of effort to bring about a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, which rose to 2007 
and has faltered since. The agitation has brought with it the ‘scientist-advocate’, a 
person who has standing in the field of science concerned, and speaks out in support 
of government policy.

‘Scientist-advocates’ are not new — I can remember one or two in the 1940s and 
1950s. But now, with the great interest in and public funding of aspects of science 
they seem numerous. It may seem a glamorous and exciting role, but I urge you to 
pass it by, and concentrate on true science, which I defined above. Why avoid it? 
Because science does not stand still, and the assumptions on which, for example, 
‘climate change’ rests do not look as robust as they did in 1992, even though 
government policies have not changed.

Yes, it is true that the world is warmer than it was, but there has been no significant 
warming in the last 16 years. The Convention assumed that we would be able easily 
to distinguish human-induced warming from natural variability, but 20 years later 
that is still quite difficult. The predicted rise in temperature has not occurred, and 
predictions of perpetual drought have been dampened by two la Nina years and 
great floods. Sea-levels are rising, but they have been rising slowly for a long time; it is 
not clear that they are rising any faster.

Letter from a Friend
Advice to young scientists: avoid the role of the scientist-advocate

*The CRC for Freshwater Ecology was 
initiated when Peter Cullen was at University 
of Canberra and Professor Don Aitkin was 
the university’s Vice-Chancellor.

NOTE: This letter is also at the personal blog: 
http://donaitkin.com/advice-to-young-
scientists-avoid-the-role-of-the-scientist-
advocate/ .

We know a great deal more than we 
used to know about the climates of 
the world, but it is plain, at least to me, 
that there is a great deal more to know. 
Government policies like the carbon tax 
can have no discernible effect on the 
level of greenhouse gas emissions, even 
if every country in the world signed up 
to an equivalent. And when government 
policies are changed, as they will be 
when the electorate decides it has had 
enough of one, then the consequences 
can be very bad for scientific enterprise.

There are many people for whom the 
need for humans to moderate their 
consumption of fossil fuels is akin to 
a religious belief. But science is not a 
religion, and the correct response to 
government should always be: ‘We don’t 
know, but we are able to try to find 
out’. Above all, scientists should never 
be sure, especially when the evidence is 
uncertain.

Emeritus Professor Don Aitkin AO
Friend of the Peter Cullen Trust 

 
NOTE: The articles and opinions in all 
issues of BRIDGING, and the intellectual 
property embodied in them, belong to 
the originators of those works. 
Even when those originators are Friends 
or Fellows of the Trust, their views are 
not necessarily those of the Peter Cullen 
Water & Environment Trust.

Another article on this topic, by 
Professor Andrew Campbell, 
Friend of the Trust, appeared on 
15 March on the ABC’s ‘The Drum 
opinion’ website: 
‘From advice to advocacy: 
scientists in the political arena’,  
at (shortened link) http://bit.ly/Z4NdIi


